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Wednesday, May 11, 1966

NEW MEXICO J,OBO

Carroll to Speak

SPORTS PAGE

On English Writer
Dr, John Carroll, 36-year old
English scholar at the University
of Toronto, will lecture tonight at
8:15 in the Union Theater 'at
UNM on the novels of Samuel
Richardson.
Dr. Carroll, Phi Beta Kappa

EDITOR CHUCK LANIER

Fills Vandenburg Opening

'

'•

Clarence Robinson, Darrell Rich
Are Appointed Traclc Assistants

Clarence Robinson

Sport
Shorts
The Lobo track team has turned
out the best performances in 9
out of 17 events in the VVestern
Athletic Conference. Rene Mati·
son leads in the 100-yard dash
while teamate Bernie Rivers has
the fastest time for the 220.
Other team members are leading the . field in the following
events: 440 Ken Head, 880 Pat
Cox, two-mile . George Scott, mile
relay team, 440-yard relay team
and Clarence Robinson in th~
triple jump.
-oThe Lobo basketball team may
be helped with the services of 6-9
junior college transfer Ron Sanford. Sanford who is from New
York City plans to transfer from
Ft. Dodge Junior College in Iowa
to UNM.
While playing at Ft. Dodge this
year Sanford averaged 22 points
per game in leading the team to
a 16-4 record. Sanford is a graduate of VVingate High School
where he was coached by Hy
Rosenstein before coming under
the wing of Gary Huselt of Ft.
Dodge.
Sanford said that he was very
impressed with the new stadium
now under construction on South
Campus. He also said he would
enjoy playing basketball under
coach Bob King.
-aAthletic directors and faculty
representatives of VVestern Athletic Conference schools will hold
their annual spring meetings in
Provo, Utah, May 18-21.
The directors will meet on May
18 to work out the conference
games schedules and also study
a P!oposed policy with regards to
radio and television projection of
athletic contests.
The faculty members will meet
to decide on eligibility rules concerning junior college transfers
and rule on special eligibility
hardship cases.
The directors will also consider
a reque~t by the national rules
committee that the conference exper.iment with a proposed rule
which calls for teams to take the
b!lll. out of bounds for the first
SIX fouls committed against nonshooters each half.

Cadet of Month
Clyde Eric Fulton is the top
cadet for May in the Air Force
ROTC on campus. A fourth-year
student majoring in secondary
education, Fulton was graduated
from VaHey High School and
served as a firefighter with the
NM Air National Guard. He is
n.ow a member of Arnold Air So·
Ciety, an honorary organization
~or upperclassmen at UNM. He
1s also a member of the cadet drill
team.

International Club

ln~ernational Club is holding

electiOns. on Sunday; May 15, at
p.m. at the New Mexico
Umon. Nominations for the presi·
dent and Vice. president will be
accep~ed by any of the executive
comm1ttee members. All members
of. t~e club are urged to attend
th1s Jmportant meeting.
'7:3~

will work with the shot, discus
and javelin performers.
Hold UNM Records
Both men had record perlormances as they appeared in iheir
final home meet at UNM stadium
last Saturday night.
Robinson had · a !;15 foot 5%
inch leap in the long jump, and
a 50 foot 8%, foot jump in. the
triple jump to end his long career. Rich had a career best of 57
feet as he won the shot put Saturday night.

Yell Leader Tryouts
Are Set for May 12

Reservalians Advisable
Dinner 5:00 to 9:30 p.m.
Sunday Dinner Noon to 9 p.m.
Closed Monday

2c

A & L

I~{

J. Jonp.s, Mgr.

'i,

~,

Gt!EETING eardll for every oeealllon. Con·
mPoi'IU7,. Mother'• Day. A.,o Quality
~edding Invitations. Gresham's Ho118e of
.nallmark, 3501 Lomu NE.
FLYING studenfil check our new lower
rates. Ask about the $5.00 introductory
oflcr.. Many additional features at no
""tra cost. Call Southwestern Skyways.
HELP WANTED
TEACHERS wanted. Southwest, entire
W est & Alaska. Beginning oalary varies
1 rom $5000 in New Mexico to $7000 it!
Alaska. . Southwest TC!8ch1!111 Agency
1303 Central NE
(Mayi
ON CAMPUS AND SUMMER JODS
AV AILft>BLE. A ltt'e&t Ol>POrtunlty for
aggrC!ISaVc college students ro eam a high
inoom<!, distributing material to eollege
campus"" all over the United States Com·
blne summer travel with large l>I'Oflfll or
work Plirt-time on your own. camPus
Fa!l jobs ar<! aiM availabl~ Contact: Col;
leguo.te-Dept.. D, 27 East 2Znd St., New
York, N.Y. 10010, 6/11, 12, 18,
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Ouestion Is Raised
On Ouolificotions"
Of Closs leaders
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ITALIAN DINNERS EXCLUSIVELY

llt!ti'Jtitll

UNITED AIR LINES
An Equal Opporruniry hnplover
'

}'I~~NIN~ A~ENTIVELY to a stude:!'ts _question ~t yes~erdays bitch-in ~re f~om left to right, Dean 'Harold Lavender, Dean Springer

oe '?tntes, eathn Uat!mey! and Dean Whiteside, The discussion was held at part of the spring cpnference· on the University sn..n""red. by'
Comma ee on e mversaty,
·
.--·--

NewPr~grom_Set

..::··

summ~r?

Complaints Are Voiced

~J~~~~ AI UNM Gripe Session

Prado museum (above) on your
list And be sure ou
checks. They're good everyWhere in the

wo~ld.

Other travelers checks
are every bit as good as
First National City Banks

243-0588.

NEEDED: Coura~~:mWI yooilg women and
mm to crusade for freedom of VOLUNCall 877-9167.
6T1A1!tY,nMOTHERHOOD.
. •• ..... 13, 16. Ill

Thursday, May 12,1966

•

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
SEE YOUR
COLLEGE PLACEMENT OFFICE

g~~ fh~~n~ig advan~~ehis81Tfster ref~~~05~~~;~:s~:"~J~~elers

PERSONALS
GREETING cards for every oeea.ion. Conte,'!'}'orarv, Graduation, !father's Day.
A ~ QHuality Wedding Jnv1tatiolll!, Gresha
~s
o118e of Hallmark, 3501 Lomas

Vol. 69

'

If you are mamre and flexible,. like rhe responsibility of "being on your own" and gain sarisfaction
from serving others, apply now for clas; openings
in 1966.

-

So whata ya want fer Free? ?

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR. OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

STUDENTS ON REG. & ETHYL
ALSO: Flats $1.00
Lube $1.00
.501 YALE S.E,
247-08.58

Have you considered becoming a Unired Air Lines
Srcwardess?
It's nor all rr.•vel and glamour. You work odd
hours, · are frequenrly away from home and always
on rhe go.

DIAL 344-3182

EXIco LoBo

DISCOUNT TO

Qualifications: 20-26 years, 5'2"-5'9". conracr lenses
;md gbsses acceptable.

Goi~g .t'?

HADASSAH Sale. Boob, remrds, printe.
lrem.ll entodoua values. Sunday, May 16, 11:00
•
6:00 P.M.. Old Town Plaza. 6/11,
12., 13.
SMl'JIH..CO~ONA "Sterling" portable type..
wr1ter With ease. Exeellent eondition.
$~0. See. a~ Room 159, Student Publiea·
t10na Building. 21'7-(002, 6/2, (, 5, 6.
FOR RENT
FUR~'f!ED :room, walking diatanee to
Umvers1ty, AIJeolutely private cntranee
and bath. Call 242-9572.. 5/2-5/13.
FURNISHED Houaes lo Apartments. 212
Cornell SE, 4 bedroom, SIOO : 2.21 Princeton SE, 2. bedroom, $100 : 209 Stanford
SE, 3 broroom, $85: :l20Y.aC Columbia
SE, 1 bec)room,. $55. Pay own utllitieo.
Open qunng day - investigate at your
conven1ence. (May).
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. Special
rates to? UNM stndottbl on aU machines,
Fr\'C PICkUP, & delivery, E II: E Typewnter Servtce. 2217 Coal SE, phone

i

'

Special Girls in 1966

.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES•
4 lin., ad., 65~--' times, $2.00. Inautions
mua~ be. subm1tted by noon on day before
P.oblieatJ~n. to Room 159, Stodeot Publicabono Budding. Phon" 2.77-4002 or 277-4102.
FOR SALE

EW

'<l:j

WE'RE LOOKING FOR

Coach Hugh Hackett has announced the appointments of Clarence Robinson and Darrell Ric
as assistants to help him with
next year's track squad. They will
serve to fill the opening created
by the dismissal of Wayne Vandenburg, who will take the head
track coach job at Texas Western.
Both Graduate
Robinson and Rich are members of this year's team and will
graduate this year. Both will become graduate students and work
with the varsity and freshman
squads.
Robinson who is the NCAA
champion in the long and triple
jump will work with the off seaso~ conditioning program, in the
weight room and will help the
jumpers on next year's squad.
Rich, who is the second best
shot putter in the history of UNM

Practice for cheerleading tryouts for next year will be held on
Thursday, May 12, at 3:30 in the
street shoe gym of Johnson gym.
There are no restrictions on
who may become a cheerleader.
. Any boy or girl regardless of
classification or grade point is
eligible to tryouts. Students who
are unable to come to Thursday's
practice are asked to call Laura
Low at 242-0052 or Redd Torres
at 247-2813.
Tryouts for cheerleaders wiU
also be ~m Tuesday, May 1'7, in
the evenmg.

from the University of Illinois
and a former Fulbright Scholar,
earned his doctorate at Harvard
University in 1960..

...until you lose them!
Other leading travelers checks, like First
National City travelers checks, can be cashed
all over the world.
But if you think all travelers checks are alike,
you may be in for a rude shock if you should
lose your checks.
With other leading travelers checks, elaborate
and lime-consuming inquiries often have to be
made. It may be days-even weeks-before you
get your money back. Who wants to wail?
But, if you lose First National City travelers

freshman, foreign student, or
transfer student.
The aim of the program is to
reduce the dropout rate of students at the university and to try
to get the student to aim for some
goal on his arrival on campus,
said .Janie Stowers, chairman of
the orientation revision commit;.
tee.
Continuing Orientation
The originators of this revised
program want to present. to the
incoming student the "why" of
his being in college by confronting him with a continuing orientation throughout his four years
or more at the university.
The orientation is set for September 12-14. The first day will
be devoted to the philosophy and
mechanics of an education. There
will be several general sessions
and then the group will be · di-

Complaints about tuition, draft slliilitr of a coinp1aint by· UNM
deferments, bookstore prices, and to the draft board.. Certain uncourse reiJuirements were among identified specifics· of the Selecthe gripes aired by students at tive Service regulations need to
the "bitehe-in" in the Union Snack be changed, said Lavender. He
Bar VVednesday. The affair was said that the University will abide
sponsored by the Committee on by all regulations but does not
the University in conjunction with necessarily have to agree with
the annual Conference on the them.
University.
Students blasted what they
Six UNM deans answered ques- termed "unfair" bookstore prices.
tions and complaints by students One student said he bought a book
and attempted to explain the Uni- in the bookstore that cost him
varsity's policy regarding each about four dollars more than the
question or to give the view of an publisher's recommended price.
administrator where there was no· Another said he bought a book
for $8.50 and the resale value at
definite policy.
Draft Deferments
the bookstore was 50 cents.
High on the list of topics unIn reply to these charges Dean
der discussion was the subject of Lavender said that the bookstore
draft deferments for students. operated as" a money-making
Dean of Students Harold Laven- business, not a cooperative ender stated that there is the pos- terprise, and that the bookstore
had been operating at a deficit

vided
sions. into small discussion sesVisits Colleges
The second day the new student will be left on hill own, after
a short general·assembly, to visit
the various coiJeges on campus.
The third day will be devoted
to career day. Discussion groups
will be held on specific areas of
study available to the incoming
student.
This year the "Meet the President" reception line has been
(Continued on page 8)

until last
year.
Requirements
P .E.
Dean Chester Travelstead of
the College of Education reported
that the physical education re.quirement was being examined.
Dean Hoyt Trowbridge ·of the

Freshmen
Orientation

checks, you don't have to worry. There are more
tha~ 20,000 places around the world authorized
to g.'ve yo~ a fast ;efund-right on the spot!
Frrst Nalronal Crty travelers checks come from
the l~ader in world-wide baDking, and have
been th u~e over 60 years. They are known and
accepted m ~ore than a million shops, hotels,
restaura~ts, a1r terminals, etc., the world over.
Next trme you travel, insist on First National
City travelers checks.
They cost just one cent per dollar.

All those studimts interested
in working as student orientators during freshman orientation next fall are asked to pick
up and fill out student government applications which are
available in the activities center.
. The forms are to be turned
into the student government
secretary no later than May 27.
Those accepted will be notified
of orientation plans during the
summer. Any additional infor·
mation may be obtained by
calling Janie Stowers, orienta.
tion chairman.

First National City Bank Travelers Checks
Sold by banks everywhere
UEMHEfl Ftbtf!'AL t:tPO"If Ul!ll.lftliltCC: t.niJPniiAfiO/l

Elect.lon Defeat
Blorned on· Error

Student Court, last night, handled the touchy job of the suit of
Steven L. van Dresser vs. the
Elections Committee. Van Dresser
brought suit against the election
committee after it was learned
that his name had been left off
every thirty-sixth ballot used in
the spring election.
In the proceedings last night
Van Dresser claimed that the
election committee had not taken
sufficient effort to correct the error.
He won a position on Senate,
but becauSe he was number 13
will be forced to run for reelection
next fall. Jerry Reed who was
number 12 in the balloting is just
13 votes ahead of van Dresser.
Mistake Found
Accor~ing to Ward Koeberle,
elections cdmmittee chairman, the
error of the omission of van Dresser's name was discovered between 9 and 9:45 a.m. Letters
were sent to the poll workers asking them to check that each ballot
had 35 names.
A copy of the letter could not
be found, but student government
secretary, Hazel Ann Isgar, who
(Continued on page IJ)

creation of rules.
"lt will 'be up to the commit- ,
tee, to the best of its ability, to

College of Arts ;.lid SCiences iotat- · decide whQ J• -P•ble of teachthe language requirement ing," Brannen said. "J?'eQpie whO""':
would not be reexamined for sev- are able to show they are exeral years. .
perienced in what they want to
Other topics of hot interest teach would IJUalify," he said.
concerned women's hours and the
Jack VVeber, a member of the
degree to which the university Committee on the University,
should be "In. Loco Parentis." Ra- presented the original proposal
garding the elimination of all for a free university to Student
women's hours, Dean of W.omen Council. "I'd be against strict and
Helen Whiteside said that to give fast regulations," Weber said.
women the same degree of freeAnyone Could Teach
dom as enjoyed by men would
"The feeling of the Committee
entail more "freedom" than would on the University was that anyone
perhaps be wise. She said bow- who had a background to teach a
ever, "H you really want it, we'll course people are interested in
do it." She stressed the need to should be able to teach," he said.
be absolutely certain before de"I'm not so sure that there
ciding.
should
be any stated criterion.
"In Loco Parentis"
is
no way of judging perThere
The problem of determining the sonal qualifications,"
Weber said.
proper degree, if any, to which
An
instructor
in
the
Free Unithe university should be "In Loco
versity,
Dr.
Karl
Koenig,
profesf.,
Parentis" · was hotly debated.
sor
of
psychology
said
he
would
Deans Lavender, Whiteside, and
"reluctant
to.
see
any
kind
of
be
Travels~d all presented their
regulations
because
this
would
views as to the university's responsibilities to the students, their tend to stultify the program.''
"I'm rather inclined to allow
parents, the state legislature, and
anyone
who wants to teach relastly, the nation's other colleges
(Continued on Page 4)
and universities.
ed that

Order Causes Dispute

By CHUCK LANIER
asked Trvdik what action the
Members of the student body court could take against them .if
have voiced concern about the they failed to comply with the
alleged power of student court to order.
issue summons and orders to camGrades Withheld
pus organizations as well as to
Mark Shaw, president of Alpha
students.
Phi Omega, said they were told
The concern arises out of a that their transcripts and grades
court order) delivered to Alpha could be held up if they failed to
Phi Omega · service fraternity comply. "A student body senator
which called for the organization and member of our own fraternity
to produce six men to conduct was unable to find anything in the
a recount of votes cast in the last ASUNM Constitution that conelection.
doncd such action by the court,"
To Recount Only Part
• Shaw also stated.
The recount ·was to be limited
Bill Vicery, chief justice, said
to the votes cast for Chuck Wor- that action could be taken against
ley and those cost .for Lynna any member of ASUNM for failJoseph and came about after ure to comply with a court order.
Worley petitioned the court to "Dean Lavender has to support
hold the recount. Only one vote us by withdrawing grades or
originally separated the two can- something,'' Viceey stated also.
didates for Student Senate.
Court Can Summon
The court order was delivered
Bill Fox, court clerk, said that
to Alpha . Phi Omega by court the court had the power to sumjustice Wayne 'l'vrdik at their mon which is granted to the court
meeting May 5, last week. After by Article 5, section 1 of the
reading the order the members " , Constitution, which states that

.•

'

•

Two members of the Free University Committee have indicated
they plan to seek authority for
the committee to establish a policy of delineating qualifications
for teachers in the program.
"VVe think there need to be some
regulations about who teaches,"
chairman of the committee Sandra
Abernathy told the LOliO. "VVe
don't want people to feel they
can just step in."
Jeff Brannen, a member of the
committee, said that they intended
to t;,lke their plans to the CC)rn·
mittee on the University which
originated the idea of a free university at UNM,
Organization Needed
"Regulations would give the
whole thing some organization.
This is necessary," Brannen said.
He said regulations are needed
"to prevent someone from, say,
talking on hallucination · drugs
just because he has read something on it."
Brannen described this semester's Free University as "sort of
a trial." Plans for expansion of
the seminars, be said, require the

"the judicial power of the Associated Students, with the exception to perform a specific duty
vested in • , . a Student Court •••"
Upon being questioned about
the constitutionality of the court
being able to order an organization to perfor rna specific duty''·
Dean Lavender said, "that noth·
ing in the constitution says court
may order them to do it that I am
familiar with.''
Has No Prerogative
Lavender also stated that he
would have to examine all the
facts more closely but concerning
the facts that have been disclosed
so far he stated that "if these
facts then are correct, then they
don't have the prerogative."
Concerning Vicery's statement
that there is support from the ad·
ministration in taking action.
against people who fail to comply
with court orders, Dean Lavender
said that there is "no relation·
• ship of this nature between the
(Continued on page 7)
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·YearEnd
Fiesta
Royalty Election
•
\
AJ d
d
Be gIn...s vv e nes ay ·~~E~!~jn~e::: ~~e~~ea;:a;o~s.
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Thur11day, May 12, 1966

Is May 18

College Inn; Tom Minton, Phi Clara Hall; Toni Ruff, College
Delta Theta; Wally Seis, Phi Inn; M;~.rilyn Nylund, Alpha Chi
Gamma Delta; Jim Branch, Pi Omega; Patty Sherer, Alpha
Kappa Alpha; Tom Toppino,
The polls will be open from 8 Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Duke Delta Pi; M;arcy McVay, Chi
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Union, and · Thornton, Sigma Chi, and Wally Omega; Deane Becker, Delta
voters will be asked to vote for Welton, Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Delta Delta; Paris Rome, Delta
three candidates (first, second and
Gamma; Sandy Vitt, Kappa Alpha
. Candidates
third choices for each office).
Queen candidates and their or- Theta; Jay F~wles, Kappa Kappa
Votes on Cqrds
ganizations are Cecilia Martinez, Gamma; Liz Brake, Phi Mu; Joyce
Votes will be marked on cards Hokona Hall; Joan :Woken, Santa Gattas, Pi Beta Phi, and Dorothy
for computer scoring and results Ana Hall; Virginia Zendt, Santa Burrow, Town Club,
will be tabulated by the Data
Processing, Center, which should
Exhibition by
be able to complete the job in
ALEXANDER WILSON
about half an hour.
- First artist of the U.S. Winged Wild.
. King candidates and the organizations they represent are
Jim Lee, Alvarado Hall; John Rohovec, Coronado Hall; Joe Casas,
3009 Central N.E.
Mesa Vista Hall; Tommy Shore,
The lists o£ candidates for

· ··

·

- t'

la PLANTE GALLERY

.

Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its hi&h-speed
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.
(

"

'

HANK THOMPSON

For Research

H k Th

.Leased Computer
Received by UNM

on ompson
To. Ploy ot Donee

. The University has received·de-livery of a new computer system
to be used for research and ad~
ministrative purposes..
The computer, an IBM System
360, Model 40 is the first one assembled and tested at IBM's Denver plant. It is one of the most
advanced computers built by IBM
and operates at the rate of one
,._ fu~ction every two micro-seconds.
It IS many times faster than the
other three systems at the University at this time.
The computer was obtained as
a result of an appropriation by the
legislature for research and is being leased from the manufacturer
The new computer is b · •
h
.
emg
oused m the Computer Research
Center. A special room with an
elevated :fioor to permit refrigerated air to circulate through
th
h'
·
.
.
~ mac mes, IS be~ng mstalled.
It IS expected to be m full opera. tio nby the end o£ this month. An
open house, to demonstrate the
capabilities of the system · is
•
scheduled for May 1'7.

• :f!ank Thompson, one of Amer1ca s top country and western
music stars, and his Brazos Valley Boys will play for the Fiesta
dance a~ Tingley Coliseum on the
state fairgrounds, May 19.
. Thom'pson h~s rec(]rded exclus1vely for Cap1tol Records since
1948, and is listed by Billboard
Magazine as one o:£ the top 10
country ,and western recording
stars of the past 15 years. He
h!ls sold over 25 million records
smce 1948.
Thompson and his Brazos Val•
ley Boys have held the undisputed
title of "America's Number One
Western Band" £or the past 11
years. ?-'h~y hav~ W?n nearly every ex1stmg pnze m popularity
polls conducted by Billboard
C.ash Box, and Down Beat maga~
zmes.
hThe ~roup to~rs every state in
t e Umon playmg 240 personal
appearances throughout the year.
They have been featured at the
State Fair of Texas . every year
for the -P.ast 13, and. have been
thhe top mght show attraction at
t e Cheyenne . Frontier Days
Rodeo for the post 6 years.

-

t

Your ideal dat& - such a persan exists, of caurse.
But bow to get ac1111ainted? Our Central Control computer
processes 10,000 names an hour. How lone would it take
you to meet and form an opinion of that many people?
You will lie matched with five Ideally suited .,......
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or In . ,
area of tile U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Cantril
CQntrol for your questionnairea: Each of the live will lie
as perfectly matched with you in interests, llllllook and
back(rDIItd as caputer scieiiCI' 11akes possible.
Central Control Is nationwide, bill its ...-s are
completely localized. Hllldreds of tllousands of vlpaas
aJd alert subscri~s, all sllarin& tile deslr; II at lllllr
ideal dates, hiVe fo111d COIIIPIIfV datlq·ta lltuclllll _.
lllghly acceptalile.
.
All five of your ideal dltes will Ill diii&IIM 11
hurry and send yoar $3.00 for,.. • •- - .

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.
22 Park Avenue • Oklahou

1:
''
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"DO YOU REALLY MEAN THAT'S All IT COSTS?"
~t first impression, people tltin" -

;

•You have to be Rich to Live at THE COLLEGE INN•

DDWIITOWI • 1108 HILL • WIIROCK
Three fiJJtdftFI Store•

- - ·Not True ! ! !
FALL AND SPRING 1966- 1967
Semesters One and Two Total Prices

SUMMER SESSION RATES
June 25 through August 19, 1966

TRIPLES • • • • • • • • • • • Start@ $834.00
DOUBLES • • • • • • • • • • Start@ $936.00
PRIVATES • • • • • • • • • Start@ $1020.00

~TRIPLE •••••••••••• " ••• $157.00
DOUBLE • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $175.00
PRIVATE • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $195.00

•

Three Payment Plans available.

•

Price includes meals, Monday through Friday, Maid
Service, Swimming Pool and Recreation.

•

Prices include 20 meals weekly, maid service, swimming pool and recreation.

Allea Palmquist

•

June 13th Presession Seminar .. Students, Families and
children welcome.

•

39 advantages over aportment living •

•

Ask anyone who lives at The College Inn.

-walked ·into the house
and took off his cap.

•
•
•

Rooms open all summer. Move in June 8th if you wish •

•

Delicious food served in beautiful surrounding.

•

Enjoy the advantages of living and studying _w,ith other
men and women of the University.

•

FREE trunk storage during the summer.

After a grueling day

Meals wHhout rooms available to University Community•
Daily 1 Weekly and Monthly occuponcy with or without
food availabl~.

Don•t Delay! Bring the family - Call or Drop by

~~

It takes an. entire ~ay to weave just three
yards ot.th1s tuxur1ant fabric in India, and
1t looks 1t. Co~l as a gi,n·slingi colorful as
a C!ilcuttab,azaar .•• distinctively Gant, In
· var~ed mul~1color overplaids, Your choice
of P.redommant yellow, blue or red.

The College Inn
·-v~~

$9.50
/

AtiH£USER•BU$CH, tlfC, • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • tAMPA • HOUSTON

303 Ash, N. E. -Phone ·243-2881
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LETTERS TO THE LOBO ·EDITOR
CONFERENCE COl\IMENTS
ly or tacitly) gives the lie to translation, a process which proDear Sir:
ideals of racial equality and duces an unsatisfactory equivalent
Two further comments on the brotherhood by maintaining and at best, since with the eXCflption
Conference on the University protecting the Greek system, · of sheer data there are too many
(Dean Whiteside and the Greeks, which has become irrelevant to things whic hsimply have no
in particular} need to be made:
anything we know about the spirit equivalent.
1. Helen Whiteside, dean of of learning and traditional uniTherefore, while several years
women, provided a positive dis- versity concepts.
of foreign language study should
service in her comments and acSincerely,
be mandatory for undergraduates,
tions. Dean Whiteside certainly
Carrol W. Cagle it is a vast waste of time and
did not conduct herself according
energy, on the other hand, to,. re-to the spirit of the conference, i.e,,
quire a doctoral candidate in geA CORRECTION
a spirit of mutual respect and
ology,
or any field other than the
Dear Editor:
tolerance.
languages, to satisfy such a reIf for no other reason than just quirement. I have taught such
Granted, there' were instances
gettipg
things right, the follow~ courses at another university in
of rudeness and disrespect on the
ing is' the correct list of people the Midwest and am convinced
~or, but these cannot be taken
as justification for the Dean's that were elected to the City Resi~ that such students have neither·
waspishness, belittling remarks. dents' Council executive board the desire nor any use for learnThere are many serious problems Tuesday night.
ing the language, but simply want
One year term - Steve Van the requirement fulfilled. Also, in
at the University; Dean Whiteside
cannot make them disappear by Dresser, Sheribeth Evans, Rusty such cases, almost everything they
ridiculing those who sincerely Bauman. One semester term may need in their :field consists
Coleman
Travelstead, Donna of facts, data, and formulae, all
question the status kuo.
2. The courage of th,ose stu- Browning, Cheryl Beirne and of which can · be translated and
dents who brought up the prob- Linda Clark.
are available. In short, the reasons
These eight people will serve which make foreign language
lem of racial discrimination by
the Greeks must be admired, along w.ith caucus chairmen study essential on some levels are
There are many persons who Harry Linneman, Rick Bolton, totally invalid when applied to
would like to laugh this problem Sandi Buss and Albert Letfler on others.
the executive board.
out of existence, also.
"Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Dr. Lavender, whom I admire
Jerry L. )Jenbow
No~1ey Reinheardt
very much personally and as an
Teaching Asst.
Chairman, CRC
administrator, failed to come to
Dept. Modem and
grips with the problem adeClassical Lang.
quately. Private groups may have
LANGUAGE FEELINGS
the legal (if not moral) right to Dear Editor:
practice racial or religious dis~
I view with mixed feelings the
crimination, but fraternities and suggestion that the foreign lansororities should not be able to guage requirement be abolished
have their cake and eat it, too.
on the university level. I believe
That is, they snould declare that all students should be rethemselves to be private social quired to study a second language
organizations, renouncing the pre- for the same reason I had to take
rogatives that come with univer~ science courses, for· example.
(Continued from Page 1)
sity recognition, if they wish to While I never expect to have pracgardless
of their qualifications or
remain independent of legislation tical use for geology or biology
standing
in the community," Dr.
concerning discrimnaton.
in my field, I don't regret. having
Aside from the strictly legal been exposed to learning some- Koenig said. "You don't have to
questions, however (and I think thing about them. Without the meet bureaucratic standards • . •
there may be some), there is the study of languages, most of what that is the value of -it: Students
more important moral question. other cultures have to offer is who attend the seminars can de~
That is whether a university, severely limited, if not prohibited cide whethet the teacher is qualiof all places, hypocritically (overt- entirely, due to the fallacy of fied and make a judgment of the
matter."
Treated Maturely
Dr. Koenig said that the Free
University environment" enables
teachers to treat stude"nts as more
.mature
persons.
!o"l'ubllshed Monday, Wedn..day, Thursday and Friday of the regubor Univenibo' year by the
Student Publications Board of the .Associated Students of the Univcn~iey of New Mexico.
"The essence of the Free Uni~
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico. Printed by the Univeniey Print.
versity is that people who go
lng Plant. Subscription rate: $4.50 for the school :rear, payab~ in advance. All editorials
and signed columns expr.,s the views of the writer and not necOSB&rily those of the Stushould be able to decide for them~
dent Publications Board or of the Univeraity.
selves about what is said,"
Editor~in-Chief ~~~~~--------~~~-----~~------------ James Jansson Koenig said. "I don't think the
Managing Editor-~~------~-~--~----- ..------------ Barbara Warne composition of the students should
Business Supervisor ~------~-------~--~---------~- Richard Frencb be limited either," he added.
Ronald Grow, professor of art,
Adverti1!ing Manager --~------~------ .. --~~-----~---- Richard Pfaff
Morning Editor ~-~~-~~~----~--------~--~----------~-- Bob StOrey is also teaching a seminar in the
Sports Editor --~--~----~--------------------~-·-~-- Chuck Lanier Free University. "I would think
Staff Writers: Bill Waid, Ann. Lehnhausen, Thomas Ormsby, Tish that if it is to be affiliated with
Granger.
UNM and we are to use their fa~
Business Staff: JoAnn Judith Bailey, secretary. James T. Bezemek, cilities, it would be somewhat imperative to ascertain the qualicirculation manager. Richard McDonald, mail clerk.
Staff: Lynne Frindell, Yola Gradi, Mike Montgomery, Kay Ambabo, fications of teachers," he said.
Chuck Noland.
"I'm surprised they allow someone from outside to teach," Grow
added. "I suppose there would be
A GOOD TRY
nothing wrong with some kind of
credentiating."
THE OPINION on the success of the Conference on the
Proposed By Council
"l1niversity is relative to the individual.
The Free University was first
to Student Council by
Some students have come away with bitter feelings about proposed
the Committee on the University.
administrators they questioned and the answers they re- Council allocated $150 to finance
ceived. Others have claimed that many students acted im- this spring's session.
Jack Weber, who implemented
mature and tried to provoke argument.
the prbgram, said that rooms were
Generally, though, any time ideas -are brought out and made. available by the Union
discussed, questions raised and answered, the campus is the Board. He said that President
Tom Popejoy also authorized the
better for it. Despite complaints, the conference should be use
of available space in academic
viewed as being worthwhile.
buildings.
Asked about the selection of
ONE STUDENT brought up an interesting point that next teachers for the Free University
year's conference on the university committee should con~ session this spring, Weber said,
"They were the people who resider.
plied to our original plea for
She said that her language class yesterday spent the whole instructors, and were approved.
period discussing the relative merits of the language require~ No one was refused."
The Committee on the Univer~
ment. An article in Tuesday's special edition of the LOBO sity
has since relinquished direc' ·apparently ignited a minor campus controversy over the tion of the program to the Free
langUage requirements, and she reported this was the center University Committee which is an
ad hoc committee created by Stuof discussion in her class.
·
dent Council.
If this year's conference lacked anything, it was the close,
Future Financing
Asked about future financing
personal touch between the two most important entities on
of the Free University ASUNM
campus . . . the student and the faculty member.
President Dan Denison said, "It
would
be by intention to finance
PERHAPS NEXT YEAR the conference might ask the ad- it through
student government.''
ministration to set aside one day during the week of the conDenison said that he favored
ference when the students will discuss their courBes and "as informal a situation as possible," for the Free University,
problems with their professors in their classes.
but added, "r think perhaps it's
Learning isn't limited to the realm of the textbook and the best to have a policy. I think
lecture and maybe both the teacher and the student have there was more criterion than just
enough common meeting ground to solve mutual problems accepting anyone who came
along/' he said of the teachers
without formal cJonferences.
-Jim Jansson in this spring's seminars.

Ouestiorfls-·Roised
On Closs leaders
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the purpose of informing and eduISGAR SUPPORT
Dear Sir:
, cating the public on matters perI would like to give my support taining to the United Nations and
to the articles by Tom Isgar. I international government...The group, called the Albuqueram planning to be an English
major and graduate from the Col- que Committee for American
lege of Arts and Sciences. How- Sovereignty (ACAS), is an educaever my interest and apti~ude in tional organization, founded on
languages are so low that · I ''basic American principles. It is
couldn't possibly sweat through 12 . undertaking several educational
programs in the New Mexico
hours of a foreign language. ·
I would rather take 30 hours area.
The Committee is relatively
of English tha nthose useless 12
hours of French, German or Span- small in numbers at this time,
ish. They would literally be use- however, as our programs develop,
we expect to gain much more
less to me in my career field.
I would very much appreciate support.
The Albuquerque Committee for
your consideration in revising the
present language requirements in American Sovereignty is not affilithe College of Arts and Sciences. ated with any other organization.
Additional information can be
Very truly,
Gary House obtained by writing to: A.C.A.S.,
P.O. Box 5134, Albuquerque, New
Mexico 87116.
U.N. INFORMA'l'ION '
Dear Sir:
Michael A. Kunikis
A citizens' action group has
Dir. of Public Relations
been formed in Albuquerque for
A.C.A.S.

SWEE1+H01
BY

Pete Kendall
"I'd rather drink muddy water,
The bands presented are Red
Lawd, sleep in a hollow log,
Nichols'
Louisiana
Rhythm
Than be way up here in New York Kings, Adrian Rollini's Orchestra,
treated like a dirty dog.''
the Eddie Lang-Joe Venuti AllPerhaps Jack Teagarden, the Star Orchestra (Benny Goodman,
.late jazz trombonist, in this ironic ct. al), Louis Armstrong's Allmessage to music lovers of the Stars, Eddie Condon's Orchestra,
late 1920's, best explained the and Teagarden's own group.
sentiments of jazzmen every.
The records date all the way
where. Indeed, that message ap· from 1929-1953 and encompass a
plies now just as much, if not surprisingly large number of ex~
more, than it eve.- did then.
cellent recordings. The Rollini
group, held down by the leader's
Reconsiderations
The tune was "Makin' Friends," bass sa~, Bunny Berigan's trum~
something that Mr. T. never pet, and Benny Goodman's still
really accomplished with the young clarinet, swing powerfully
tastes of Tin Pan Alley, as they through Bix Beiderbecke's "DavBlues" and Hoagy Carwere. It remained thus until he enport
merged with Louis Annstrong to rnii!i!=baQl'a -uRivorboat Shufie....
Sweet and Hot
form the internationally :famed · •
The
legendary
Lang-Venuti
All-Stars group in the mid-forties.
star~studded
group
plays
through
Shortly before his death in New
Orleans, January 16~ 1964, Tea- their now famous versions of
garden was interviewed by a tele- "Someday Sweetheart" and "Far~
well Blues.''
vision reporter.
Satchmo and Teagarden are the
"To get the dance crowd back,"
featured
vocalists on a humorous
he said, "the bands have to play
and
delightful
version of "Buckwhat the public wants. These
powerhouse arrangements aren't et's Got a Hole In It," for the
danceable. A dance session should Armstrong AU-Stars. And even
be like· a big menu. You start with the most recent of the tunes,
the soup and hit all spots in be- "Body and Soul," by Jack's own
group, in a well conceived and
tween.
"There are big gaps in the fitting ending to the album, shows
music kids hear today, and I the longevity and brilliance the
worry about their growing up and Teagarden horn maintained in the
not knowing what's in between. latter stages of his great career,
It's like extra chrome on new
Why Not Sooner7
cars," he concluded. "No one looks
The only complaint about this
under the hood any more.''
rather remarkable album is that
The Vintage Look
Teagarden was not around when
Possibly the best example of it was published. It would certainTeagarden's "southern fried" ly have touched this man's heart
trombone style can be heard on deeply to see a cross-section of
Decca DL-4540, "The Golden Born the music he felt the public ought
of Jack Teagarden.''
to hear.

" •• Not 'Ya~;~k~, go hom~!, ••• Yank :Ky, go home.! !"
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Choir Concert .Is Good
Despite Small Audience

By BRIAN LEO
The UNM A Cappella Choir
offered a concert last Tuesday
night in the recital hall of the
Fine Arts Center, which I at.
tended. Fairly often this year I've
been able to notice all my friends
and acquaintances at programs
in the recital hall and elsewhere,
because of the nastily POOR ATTENDANCE.
This reviewer wants to make it
clear that however disconcerting
it may be to notice immediately
any friend in the hall, because of
the sparse crowd, it is awfully
grating for the performers to look
out upon a one-fourth full hall.
Unavoidably this review will be
to point out the excellent performance which was missed by
so many, possibly.
The first twp compositions were
from the sixteenth century by
Gomolka (Polish), and Palestrina.
The Gomolka seemed to me to indicate the tone of sharpness and
"dash" which was followed
through~ut the program. When
the first few phrases of the Palestrina Sanctus were begun, especially and wisely in relation to the
Polish music of the same time,
it clearly strikes one with the
"presence" of the polyphonic
style.
. I would have wished to have
bl!en exposed to actually a larger
amount of this music, to more
fully sense the confident yet
fragile interweaving of tonal
lines. The selection which was
offered was very carefully handled; well controlled by Dr. McEwen.
Often when initially looking at
the printed program for an evening such as Tuesday night, the

selections seem so widely varied
that one wonders how it can be
managed, but after one listens
for awhile the variations seem
necessary for an effective total
texture of a concert. This is especially true when the particular
group can produce the sense of
this varying texture ·with a respectful treatment of the various
works. As when one realizes the
sensitivity employable by a highly
skilled choir such as we have, this
"variousness" in the programming
is both a difficulty and an oppor~
tunity for the development of an
exciting, coherent texture of per~
formance.
•The distinction of this concert
would then be the maintenance of
this coherence of clarity and tone
through thirteen composers, from
the 16th century to the present. It
was certainly evident that this
fidelity and spirit was most carefully induced by the group's conductor, Dr. McEwen.
The number of .selections is
somewhat too large for a sepa~
rate comment for each,· but in the
first half of the concert I espe~
cially reacted to the work by
Haydn, a light and witty handling
for sure. The finest sense of
rhythm, to me, was induced from
the piece by Schubert, "Life's
Joy," although the Paiestrina
thing was impressive from every
point of view.
In the selection from Mozart's
"Solemn Vespers/' the soprano
soloist attained with good form
the quality somewhere between
softness and volume which must
be held carefully in singing
Mozart.
The second half of the concert
seemed to me to be dominated by
three items: pieces by Samuel

Richardson Letters
in Richardson's books by saying
that his method of reading his
stories aloud to friends influenced
his rhythm and diction. People
were not satisfied with a short
description of the characters.
They wanted to know more and
more about them.
"Richardson had a variety of
styles but the most important was
his faithfulness to his characters,"
said Carroll.
"The single most important
fact in his novels was his point
of view," Carroll said. "This is
why Richardson is popular in the
twentieth century.''

1

Barber, ·Bartok, and Joaquin NinCulmell.
Samuel Barber has produced a
setting for choir of his song "Sure
on This Shining Night," which
seems to be from the spirit of·
his "Adagio for Strings.'' This
single shorter piece may well have
been .the single high point in the
evening, so carefully was it
"breathed" out. This long, open,
ordent, melodic line, in its basic
"thoughtfulness" was most impressive.
The Bartok pieces were, in part,
the choral settings of his "Roumanian Dances," quite interesting
in this form,
Such a concert, in overall quality, ought to be more fully attended in the future.
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ROYALL LYME
AND.
ROYALL SPYCE

~
'@

toilet lotion colognes
These two impeccable im·
ports are equally distinctive
and suitable for any occa·.
sion. Royall Lyme, an all·
purpose lotion, hand·pressed
from fresh, plump West
Indian limes and- Royall
Spyce, a tangy, long·
lasting lotion from na·
live all·spice leaves and
Pimenta Citriodora.
. , . /rom Bermuda by

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
2100 C••trai E., Albuquerque, New Mexico
. . Pho~~ 242•0096
Your T~1ac;o Star Dealer

Royall Lyme, Ltd,

. for the

COLLEGE CROWD
RENTALS

SUZUKI
X-6HUSTLER
THE HOTIEST LIGHTWEIGHT
EVER BUILT
The X·6, with its &.speed tro.nsmission,

out-performs all other lightweights and
some heawwejghts. All Suzuki warrant:ra are .tor 12 months or 12,000

.miles.

CUSHMAN MOTORS
~)~ SAlj.fJR~o. N.E.

Reported as Device
ByANNELEHNHAUSEN
Letter writing in Samuel Richardson's novels was discussed last
ngiht by Dr. John Carroll who
earned his doctorate at Harvard
University.
Dr, Carroll was a student at Ox~
ford University and is now on sabatical leave from the University
of Toronto.
Carroll said that few readers go
beyond Richardson's famous novel
"Pamela.'' Between the years
1740 and 1754, Richardson pu~
lished three novels running to 19
volumns. Richardson is mainly
known as a moralist. Like him
many of us believe our virtues
should be rewarded.
Use of Letter Writing
Richardson's use of letter writing in his novels was both a
literary :form and a device for
story telling. Female characters
in Richardson's books used letters
as a mirror and as a self-portrait
of themselves. They of course expected the letters to assure them
that they were the fairest. The
exchange of news was very rare.
"Richardson thought his letters
should be familiar and intimate.
The focus was always on the mo·
ment/' Carroll said.
Carroll said that the characters
in the novels were Very openhearted and frank. They tried to
keep their goodness unstained.
"Female characters found themselves in positions nice girls
wouldn't get in, so they continually had to justify themselves
through their letters.''
Little Education
"Richardson in his personal
life also wrote like his characters
did/' Carroll said. "He did not concern himself with a form of correctiveness for in his own life he
had littlli education.''
Carroll said that Richardson
used many . quotations in his
novels. "His lack of training made
him diffident.'' Carroll said that
Richardson was constantly prai&·
ing himself and "bristling at
criticism." This diffidence lead to
his use of his letter writing method.
Carroll aecounted for the length
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ANNOUNCEMENT:
CHAPMAN COLLEGE, located in Orange, California, one of
the oldest colleges in the West, is accepting app6cations for admission for two 107-day semesters for the faD of 1966 and the spring
of 1967 aboard Holland-America Line's s.s Ryndam. This is the
second year of operation of Chapman College's Boating campos.
• £

Outstanding college and university students are invited to spend these semesters at sea, enrolled for 12-15 units of credit, applicable toward the Bachelor
of Arts, Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Music degrees, or 9-12 units
toward the Master of Arts degree.
Onboard, students will experience a situation of intense academic concentration, supplemented by personal meetings ashore with men who are the
world's leaders, monuments which are the world's heritage, and people whose
apparent differences often prove to hide human similarities.
College classes will be held during 56 class days at sea in modem, airconditioned classrooms and laboratories equipped with all facilities necessary
for course work offered,
Sprfacl"7 Semuter leaves Los Angeles
February 7, duration 107 days; to La
Guaira (Caracas), Port of Spain (I'rinidad), Salvador, Montevideo, Buenos
Aires, Rio De Janeiro, Lagos, Dakar,
Casablanca, Cadiz, Lisbon, Rotterdam
(inland to France, Belgium and the Netherlands), copenhagen, London, Dublin
(overland to), Galway, arriving NewYork
City .May 25, 1967.

ITINERARIES: Fa111 ' ' ' Semester
leaves New York October 20, duration
107 days; to Lisbon, Barcelona, Marseille,
Civitavccchia (Rome). Piraeus (Athens),
Istanbul, .Alexandria (Cairo), Port Said,
Suez, Bombay, Colombo, Port Sweltenham (Kuala Lumpur), Bangkok, Hong
Kong, Kobe, Yokohama (Tolr.yo), Hawaii,
arriving Los Angeles February 4, 1967.
,, ·

ADMISSION: Students admitted to the program mu&t meet regular admission qualifications of Chapman College and Upon fulfilling its requirements will receive grades and
credits in accordance with its regularly established standards.
For a catalog listing courses for both the Fall and Spring semesters along with rates,
tuition and in-port program costs, fill in the information below and mail it to:

r~~------------------------,
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..TEXTURED GOLD"
A. CENTURY SEr
Oroont'• ling ..•... . ....... $35,00
aridt's Ring , .. ....... . $32.50
I. PIEVIEW SU
Groom's ~lng ... , .......... $42.50
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Director of Admissions
Chapman College, Seven Seas Division
Orange, Califort;~ia 92666
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Work Available

"Sandia Corporation also offers
the humanities field have an exBy ANNE LEHNHAUSEN
summer
placement. About 25
Summer pobs are being offet•ed ceptionally hard time bee~nxse they
UNH
students
will be working
UNM students who have regis- are not thoroughly trained in their there this summer,
said Campbell.
tered at the campus placement bu- fields.
"In order to get more jobs fo;r
"Humanities
majors
are
usually
reau.
we send postal cards
Director of the bureau Maxwell left out in the cold," Campbell students,
out
to
various
places in town such
H. Campbell said that around 400 said. lie said they at·e the ones as the Albuquerque
Chamber of
students register for summer jobs. that get the dollar-an-hour jobs.
Comme1·ce,"
Campbell
said.
"Many
of
the
high
paying
jobs
"Of the 400 unfortunately we are
"These
cards
state,
'We
Need
are
offered
students
through
inonly able to get jobs for about
81," Campbell said. "But of the dustry," Campbell said. "But there Employers'.''
81 jobs offered students, only 50 is very little industry in Albu- . "I want to urge all students
per cent take the jobs." He said querque that is able to do this."
The industry jobs, Campbell who have registered to check
that students find out they don't
often with us," said Ca1npbell.
want the work as badly as they said, are offered to iitudents
"With
:;uch a large registration
majoring in engineering and the
did when they registered.
it
is
difficult
for us to contact all
Hard To Find Jobs
sciences. 'l'he oil and aircraft comCampbell said that it is very panies are examples of tho'Se in- students when job possibilities
hard to find summer jobs for students. Those who specializ~ .in dustries employing students.

D.A. Nixs Chorges
In Sloying of Mule
The District Attorney's office
announced there will be no
charges brought against the six
pledges who allegedly killed the
mule in the Sigma Chi hom:1e.
Assistant District Attorney H.
Leslie Williams said that there
wasn't enough evidence. All reports the University had on the
case had been requested by the
district attorney's office.
The DA's office had investigated
the charges at the request of the
Taxpayers Anti-Cruelty Federation of .New Mexico.
Williams said that there was no
evidence that the mule bad been
cruelly killed.
He said that there is no law
that states one can't humanely
shoot their own animal. Asisitant
District Attorney Donald Wilson
said the shooting had all the aspects of a first degree murder,
but it was not a human that was
killed.

3 Lifts Acquired

By New Ski Area
E.AGLE NEST, N.M.- Officials
of the Riblet Tramway Co. of Spokane, Wash., were in Eagle Nest
this week to finalize negotiations
on three Riblet double chair lifts
for the Angel Fire Ski Basin. Arrangements 'Were made for the immediate delivery of the three lifts.
A :fourth double chair lift is scheduled for purchase in July;
The three new lifts, which are
numbers one, five and six of the
proposed 16 lifts, will be in operation for skiers and sightseers
late next fall. The ski area which
will be one of New :Mexico's larg- ·
est during its opening year is also
installing a 2.1 mil Gondola type
lift (the longest in the U.S.) to
the top of Angel Fire Peak. The
total uphill capacity of the 4
lifts will be approximately 3;500
persons per hour.
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COAT
and TROUSERS

6.50
ENTIRE

OUTFIT
$10
Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, Sus.
penders, Hc:mdkerchlef, Studs, Cuff.
links, Tie and Boutonniere.

s.tm~
FIRST AND GOLD -

DIAL 247-4347

Brigadoon Tickets

.

-ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE WESTERN S'fORE110 Wyoming SE

Wher.e you can always obtain Mens' and Ladies' • • •

Western Shirts-reg. $6.98-$7.98 ·
FIESTA PRICE $3.98-4.98
We c(Jn save you money on anything in
the Western line in the store
Complete line of Handmade Boots
& less expensive boots too.
1

Hillson s Western Wear

e

.

CALIFORNIA
Alameda: Al1meda Jewelers-2 Stores
Albany: Al/nny Jewelers (Cai/Btos.)
Anaheim: Don Thomas, Jeweler
Antioch: Mayer's Jewelers Inc.
Downtown & Antioch Shopping Center
Arroyo Grande: Rutherford's Jewelry
Azusa: Nojima Jewelers
Bakersfield: Wlckersh;tm Jewelers
Balboa Island: Charles H. Barr Jlr.
Bellflower: Johnson Jewelers
Berkeley: Lte-Frank Jewtltlrs
Bishop: N. Hoyt Jewelers
Buena Park: Jewels By Joseph-Buena
Park Plaza
Chico: Tazuk's Jtwelry
Chula VIsta: J. Jessop & Sons
Compton: Finley's Jewelers
Corona Del Mar: Ewert's Jewelers
Culver City: Gray's Jewelers
Delano: Lea/'s Jewelers
Dinuba: Enns Jewelry
Downey: Chase's Jewelry
El Cerrito: Steven's Jewelers
R I N G
DIAMOND
Encinitas: Anderson Jewelers
Escondido: J. Jessop & Sons
Eureka: 10 Window Williams Jlr.
Fresno: Bildwln's Jtlw!llers
Fullerton: Stf!dman's Jt1Wt1lers
Glendale: Bn111d Jewelers
Granada Hills: House of Time Jewelers
Hanford: Bernard Miller Jeweler
Hermosa Beach: Seymour's Jewefers
Highland Park: Garin Jewelers
Huntington Beach: George H. Jack, Jeweler
Downtown and Shopping Center
Huntington Park: Parr's Jewelers
Indio: Shepard's Jewelry
Inglewood: Finley's Jewelers
b Jolla: J. Jessop & Sons
Lakewood: Brand Jewelers
La Mesa: J, Jessop & Sons
Lodi: Dee's Jewelers
Long Beach: Adon Jewelers
Long Beach: Buffum's
long Beach: C. C. Lewis Jewelry Co. Inc.
long Beach: flolhbarl Jewelers
Long .Beach: Wehrman's of LOs Altos
los Angeles: COI'onet Jewelry Co.
Los Angeles: M.ltatani and Sons
los Angeles: Jay's of Westwood, Jewelers
los Angeles: Lotds Jewelers
los Angeles: Nojlma Jewelrr
Menlo P111rk: George Hirzel Jewefer
Merced: lngr11ham Jewelers
Modesto: Shoemalre's Jewelers
Monrovia: Boll Jewelers
Monterey: Crescent Jewelers
Newport Beach: Charles H. Barr Jlr.
Newport Beach: B. D. Howes and Sons
Norwalk: Sef!erberg Jewefer
Oakland: Loeb & Vt1/asco
Ontario: Wight Jeweltrs
Palo Alto: Johnson & Co.
Palo Alto: Sine/aires Jewelers
Palos Verdes: Finley's Jewellrs
Panorama City: PanOtama Jeweltlrs
Pasadena: Arnold's Jewt~/ry SIOte
Paaadena: B. D. Howes & Son-2 StOtes
Pasadena: Olson 11nd Son, Jeweltrs
Pomofla: Bry11nt and Co.
Pomona: Buffum's
Redding: Dobrowsky's Jewelry
Redlands: Smith Jeweler$
Redwood City: Kessinger Jewelry
Reedley: KenmOI' Jewelers
Reseda: Ta.lberl's Jewelers
Riverside: Luman Grl!en, Jeweler-2 Stores
Riverside: Mardon Jt~Wel~rs
Sacramento: E. A. Gttlbillls & Son
Downtown & Country Club Centre
San Bernardlr\o: Luke and Vondey, Jlrs.
San Diego: J. Jessop & Sonst>ownlown & Mission Valley
San Francisco: Azevtdo Jewelers &
Gemologists
CONT.88A • FROM $150
San Francisco: Behrend JewefersStcJneslown
San Francisco: Sidney MobeiiFifle,
Jewefty
San Francisco: Niederho/zer Jewelers
Sanger: Kenmor Jewelers
San Jose: Paul's Master Jewelers
Downtown & Westgate Center
Sao Mateo: Carly/il Jewelers
San Mateo: Sleltter's Jewelry
San Rafael: Ulands Jewelry
Santa A nil: Buffum's
Santa Barbara: B. D. Howes and Son, Jltt.
Santa Barbara: P1ndol(l Jewelers
Santa Cruz~ Dell Williams. Jewelers
santa Monica: Bassett Jewelry Co.
Santa Rosa: E•. R. Sawyef Jewelers
Sherman Oaks: Joe How;lon, Jeweler:;
Stockton: Bert Edfses, Jewelers

sOLO

BY

F I N E

JEWELERS

A joint exhibit by James Sru· court and the administration conbek, UNM art education graduate cerning grades.''
Lavender explained that the
student and Walter Rutowski, instructor, will open at the Jacalito problems in the area of the new
Gallery, Sunday, May 15. Srubek constitution concerning student
is exhibiting recent ce:ramic pot- standards boards was tbe main
tery and sculptures. R11towski is issue that the faculty had in
exhibiting his paintings.
mind when they had reservations
A nopening reception will be · in approving it, l1e said.
held Sunday from 9:30 a.m. to 4
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil
p.m. The artists will be present
COVERED WAGON ·
to discuss their work. The public
SEE INDIANS MAKE
is invited to attend. The exhibit
TURQUOISE
JEWELRY
will continue through June 11.
OLD
TOWN
The gallery is located at 5836
Fourth St, N.W. Galleey hours

Read the Want .Ads

CALIFORNIA
Slocktoll; Arthur Gild Jewelers
Sunnyvale: Guy Bowcock, Jeweler
Torrance: Morgan's Jewelers
Torrance: Seymour's Jewelers
Tulare: Carter's Jewelers
Tustin: Patterson Jewelers
Twenty Nine Points: Brooks Jewelers
Upland; Scott's Jewelers
Vallejo: Harold and Paul, Jewelers
Van Nuys: Glen D. Meyer, Jeweler
Ventura: Bahn's Jewe/triS
Walnut Creek: Edgar's Jeweffts
Walnut Creek: Rinehart's of Walnut Crtlt!k
West Covina: Gardner Jewelers
Westchester: House of Time Jewelers
Whittier: The Treasure Trove
¢OLORADO
Boulder: Crowder Jewelers. lnr:.
Colorado Springs: Isaac Bros. Jewt~lry
Denver: Bohm·AI~n Jewelry Co.
Downtown 4 Cherry Crtlt!k
Durango: Tay!Ot-Raymond Jewelers
Fort Collins: Giltwood Jewelers
Fort Morgan: Price Jewelers
Grand Junction: Page-Parsons-Jewelers
Greeley: Graybeal Jewelers
Littleton: 1/enrl's Jewelry Co.
Longmont: D11vls Jewelry
Pueblo: John Batlu, Jeweler
Sterling: Rominger Jewel11rs
HAWAII
Honolulu: Hallmark Jewtlfers
Honolulu: T. Miyamoto Jewelers
Honolulu: P11ul's Jewelers-2 StOtes

S

IDAHO
Boise: Stdy's Jewelers
Boise: Williams, In Fran~lin Center
Moscow: Dodson's J•w•l,s
MONTANA

Billings! M011tague's Jewelers
Bozeman: Dur11nd's Jewt~lry
Great Falls: C, E. Davis Co. Jewelers
NEVADA
Carson City: Conner's Jewelers
Las Vegas: John R. Fish Vegn Jewelers
Reno: EJ/Ises Jewelers
Reno: R. Htrz 4 Bto.,lnc.
N£WMEXICO
Albuquerque: Butler(ield Jewelers
Carlsbad: McCoy's Jt~welry StOte
Gallup: Ht~nderSDII Jewelfts
~oswell: Bullod.'s Jewelry SlOte
OREGON

Albany:

iV.It. Ten Btoolc Jewelers

Ashland: Henry Carr Jlrs.
Corvallis: Konkk's Jewelers
Eugt:ne: Ske/e"s Jewelry SIOte
Forest Grove: Timmreclr 4 McNicol Jfrs.
Gresham: Me11fey's Jtwl!lfts
Hillsboro: AnderSDII Bros. Jewelers
Klamath Falls: Beachs Jewelers
McMinnvllle: Tlmmr«l! 4 McNicol Jewefers
Medford: uwrence's, Jewelfrs
Medford: Wtls Pt11rson Jeweler
Oregon City :.ButtnEisltlt 4 Andtii!Sf!n
Jt1Wt1/ers
Pendleton: Henry Ger11rds, Jeweler
Portland: Cwl Grt!rtl Jewl!lt!r
Portland: Din Mllf• JeWtlltrs
Portland: Nlelstn's Jlrs..Uoyd Center
UTAH
Ogden: ChutkMoot•s Jewelry
Ogden: Wesl's J(!welers
Provo: Heindselrn•n's Jl,rs.11nd Gins
Salt Lake City: D11ynes Jewelry Co.
Salt Lake Clly: LeysOtl Pearsall Co.
WASHINGTON
Aberdeen: Wiltamakl Jewelry StOte
Bellevue: Bt!ran J/rs.-Be//erue SqJJitl!l
Bremerton: Frledl1nder & Sons, Jlwelers
Cenlralla: Sa/ewslry's Jewelry
Everett: Frledlllnder & Sons, Jeweler$
long~iew: Fritdlllnder & Sons, Jewelers
Mt. Vemon: Deming Jewelers
Olympia: P11now/cz Jewelers
Pasco: Glasow's Jewtllry
Pullman: Crown Jewelers
RMion: Potcello Jewelers
Seattle: Alan Turner Jtlwelers
Seattle: frledl11nder & Sons, Jlrs.-2 StOtts
Seattle: Phil's Jlry, in Ballard
Seattle: Porler & Jensen Jlrs.-Untversity
Oisfrid
Sealtle: Relbman's Jewelers in Burien
S~llttle: Sanhy's Jewelry
Spokane: Dodson's Jewe/ers-2 Sto;es
Spokane: Tracy's in D/sllman Squate
Tacoma: Allen's Beller Jew~lry
Taeoma: Austin's ta~ewoolf Jewel~rs
Taeoma: Friedlander & Sons, Jewelers
Walla Walla: Falhenbetg's Jewelers2Siotes
Yakima: Lester Berg'.s Jewel Box
WYOMING
Cheyenne: Burt/ Jewelers
EvanMon: Sulton's Jewelry
Lander: Tribby Jewelry
PUI!:RTO RIC:O
San Juan: Pascua(, lnt.-26(} Cruz Street

THROUGHOUT

AMERICA

are Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday 1-5:80, and Sundays 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m.

Joint Art Exhibit

may be obtained by calling the
Rudey Theatre Box Office-2774522-between 3 and 6 :p.m. "Brigadoon will be :presented in the
Fine Arts Recital Hall.

The Drama and Music Departments will present Lerner and
Lowe's musical comedy, "Brigadoon," May 20, through May 24.,
at 8:30 p.m. with a matinee. Saturday, May 21, at 2:30. Tickets

ALASKA
Anchorage: McKinley Jewelry
Fairbanh: Ralph W, Perdue, Jeweler
ARIZONA
Flagstaff: Babbitt's Jewelers
Phoenix: Howes In Goldwater's
Phoenix: Paul Johnson Jlrs .. Inc.
Phoenix: Dennis D. Naughton-2 St0tt1S
Phoenix: O'Beri.Jewelers
Phoenix: Otto Schmieder & Son, Jewelers
Prescott: Peterson's Jewelry
Scottsdale: Howes In Goldwater's
Tucson: Frederick Fisller Jewelers
Yuma: Crescent Center Jewelers

May 12,1966

TWO UNM .ARTISTS, sculpture liltudent James
Srubek and instructor-painter Walter Rutowski,

Election Defeat
Blomed on Error
'(Continued from Pagel)
typed the letter said that it informed the workers of the missing
name and that the voters should
be informed.
Koeberle estimated that only
11 of the ballots without van Dresser's name had been used in the
election at the time tbe error was
found.
Van Dresser then stated that
he and Attorney General Dick
Baker had counted 'the votes and
had found as ballots with out the
name had been used in the election. There were also 39 votes
cast which had Van Dressers
name written in.
Students Prefered
Koeberle answered, when asked
to explain the 35 votes used without the name, that there was a
possibility students preferred not
to write in van Dressers name.
Most of the controversy centered around the question of
whether the poll workers interpreted the letter notifying them
of the error in the ballot as an
order to write in van Dressers
name or merely infonn them of
the missing name.
Under testimony Miss Isgar
said that she thou~ht the poll
workers would consider the letter
an order to write in van Dressers
name. She admitted the possibility that it could be interpreted
otherwise.
Election officials said that .because of the impossibility of checking each poll worker, or checking
each voter that may have written
in van Dressers name, and findinga copy of the letter sent to the
poll win•ken it would be impo&sible to determine numberS.
Statements Otrered
Van Dresser oft'ered, numerous
statutes that affected the procedure ot elections, each making the
election illegal due to improper
:Procedure. Van Dresser claimed
that if the polls bad been closed
and the names corrected the suit
would not be necessary.
Koeberle estimated that if the
polls ware closed it would have
taken 6 hours to correct the bal~
lots and keep them in the proper
numerical sequence.
Van Dresser otrered three possible solutions to the problem. He
asked that one vote be added to
his total for every 3 votes found
with. out his name. Mathematically
be received 1 out of every 2.7
votes. 2. Cancel all ballots on
which his name did not appear. 3.
Give the plaintiff a full year posi·
tion should any Senator drop out
o:£ government before the general
election.
Court took all these statements
under adViliement as it began to
hear argument from Attorney
General Dick Baker who represented the Elections committee.

get the new slant of things llt Jacalito Gallery
where they will open a joint exhibit Sunday.

NEWS ROUNDUP
By United Press lntemationlll
Chinese H-Bomb More Powerful
Than Expected
WASHINGTON - Washington officials say the Red Chinese
nuclear test Monday was larger
than they originally thought.
The State Department r<:!ported
yesterday that the explosion had
a yield of about 130 kilotons, more
than six times the original U.S.
estimate. The officials added that
the size of the estimate might
grow as additionid information
cornea in.
The Japanese are reporting a
great increase in fallout over their
country, and an increase in the
amount of radioactivity from this
Chinese test as compared with
the Chinese tests of 1964 and 1965.
There were n() immediate indi·
cations of actual danger to human life, but emergency measures
to safeguard humans were ordered.
-aVietNam War Will Be Long
WASHINGTON - The war in
Viet Nam won't be over soon,
Defense Secretary McNamara
told the Senate Foreigl'l Relations
Committee yesterday. He said the
North Vietnamese are stepping up
the war and, although the morale
of their troops has been :;~haken,
their "discipline is unimpaired."
McNamara said the South Vietnamese army is suffering from a
high rate of desertions.

Off the Mekong Delta southwest
of Saigon, U.S. and· Vietnamese
frogmen have recovered weapons
from the half-submerged freighter which was blasted Tuesday
night while trying to carry supplies to the Viet Co:u.g. Some of
the weapons recovered were manufactured in the Soviet Union and
Communist China.

One-Day Service on Shirts
e Quality Dry Cleaning .
e Alterations

ONE ELEVEN SHIRT SERVICE
PHONE 242·5124 ·

111 HARVARD SE

If your clothes are becoming to youthey should be coming to us.

GRADUATING SENIORS
Make arrangements for
your Cap and Gown Rental

NOW

Student Veterans

GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS

Mr; H. Reed Black of the Albuquerque Regional Office of V.A,
will discuss all aspects of the
new GI Bill, Sunday, May 18, at
'l p.m. in Room 250 D-E of the
Union. Application forms for
school benefits will also be available at this meeting of the Stu-

ARE IN-PICK THEM UP
AT THE

associated students bookstore

dent eVterans Association.

-a-

Minimum Wage Might Go Up ·
CAPITOL IDLL - The House
Rules Committee. cleared for floor
action a bill to boost the minimum wage to $1.60 an hour within the next two years. The present minimum is $1.25. The measure would also be extended coverage to approximately 7-million
new workers.
-aJohnson Speaks at Princeton
PRINCETON
President
Johnson answered academic eritics
of U.S. policy in Viet Nam yesterday in a dedication speech at
Princeton University in New
Jersey.
He tackled a charge leveled by
Senator William Fulbright who
accused U.S. foreign policy of
containing "arrogance of power!'
Mr. Johnson said that America
uses its vast power with restraint
in defending :freedom and1 in doing so, feels ''not arrogance but
agony."

-a-

Ground and Air Action Jnereases
SAIGON- Military spokesman
said American warplanes hit 92
major targets in North Viet Nam .
Monday for one of their biggest
raids north of the border. The
spokesm.en said ¥ig-17 jets fired
two heat-seeking missiles at Air
Force planes protecting a rescue
operation, but the missiles missed
their mark.
In ground action, Viet Cong
guerrillas attacked Am:erican
helicopters before dawn yester•
day 290 miles northeast of Saigon,
Defenders repulsed the attack
after the VO had crawled within
a 150 yards of the copters.

I WAS A CURly.. JtAiR£d bAby. Bur bAby took AT M£ NOW !
Get CURL FREE ••• the new curl telaxing discovery! Comb out
·natural curls with the tool, cteamy CURL FREE lotiott. Natu~
ral body remains. You enjoy hairstyling freedom for months!
Whatif yavr curls resist? Hang on! All natural curlstespond
to CURt fREE. Keep using i.t. You111 be a smoothie for sure!
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AAUP Reports High College Salaries

>'•

"•·

NEW MEXICO J,OBO

~-------------------------------------------~~~~~---

•

ATLANTA (CPS) - The normally , gloomy. report of the
A~UP s Committee Z ;-the commtttee on ~he economtc status of
the prof.esston ~ :oou.nded a happy
note, this yea: as )t annou~ce,d
that the salartes of t~e natton s
college teachers are htgher than
ever bef~re- up 7.3 per cent over
last year.
. .
'!'he report, whic~ V:'as, released
Frid~y at the assomabon s annual
meet1~g, noted tha~ the percent·
age rts~ was the htghest of any
year t~ts d~cade and that for the
first ~Ime smce 195'7 ftt?ulty pay
has ~·sen at a rate con-stdered essenti.al t~ meet t~e _goals of the
~restdent s Co~mittee on Education Beyon~ High School.
.
That adVIsor:r body,. reportmg
to former ~restdent Etsenhower,
s.et as a natiOnal target th~ doublmg of the faculty salartes be·
fore 19'70.
Increase In South
. The Southern s.ta~ have b~en
Important be~eficiartes of the ~ncreased salartes, the report satd,
and thus the gap between ~he
South and the rest of the nat10n
has narrowed.
Notabl_Y, of the five s~hools said
te have mcreased s~lartes by the
greatest percenta!l'e m the current
year, t~ee .are m the South The Umvei;'Stty 0.f Kentucky, Tuskegee Institute m Alabama, and
Pan American College in Texas.
The other two were Parsons Col·
lege (Fairfield, Iowa) and Whee1 k c 11
(
0 ege Boston, Mass.).
oc
The average salary for a full
professor at a university in the
s th
ou was reported to be $13,206,
compared with $15,602 for the
rest of the country. In churchrelated liberal arts colleges, the
full professor's salary was
$10,554.
"Over the past two years the
acceleration in compensations for
all ranks has been quite steady
and quite remarkable," the report
said.
Pay Increases With Rank ·
William Baumol of
Princeton, chairman of the comProf.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES: .4 line ad.. 65c.--4. times_. $2.00. Imertions
must be oubmitted by noon on day before ·
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building. Phone 277-1002 or 277-1102.
FOR SALE
HADASSAJl Sale. Books, records, prints.
Tremendous valu... Sunday, May 15, 11:00
A.H. to 5:00 P.K. Old Town Plaza. 5/11,
12, 13.
SMITH-CORONA "Sterling" portable typewriter with. case.. Exeellent condition.
$50. See at Room 169, Student Publications Building. 277·4002. 5/2, 4, 5, 6,
FOR RENT
FURNISHED room, walking distance to
University. Absolutely private entrance
and bath. Call 242-9572. 5/2-6/13.
FURNISHED Houses & Apartments. 212
ComeU SE, 4 bedroom, $100; 221 Princeton SE, 2 bedroom, $100; 209 Stan!ord
SE, 3 bedroom, $85; 220'hC Columbia
SE, 1 bedroom, $56. Pay own utilities.
Open dUring day - investigate at your
convenience. (May).
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales a: repair. Special
rates to UNM students on all machini!O.
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Typewriter Service. 2217 Coal SE, phone

mtttee, satd that .this year's increases had been most substantial
at the top ranks, In fact, he 111\id,
this is a pattern seen in past repor~s-the higher rank, the ;more
rapid the percentage increase in
pay. .
~rmg 1965-1966, the report
smd that the average salary for
all facul~ members reached
~9,816. Whtle the average dollar
mcrease at the lowest level, the
instructor, was only $445, it was
$1,035 for full professors.
. The average for full professors
m the top pay category of "AA"
stood at $23,390. In the lowest
category - an "F" ranking the same academic rank averaged

New program

set

F·or 0r•tent(]t•IOn

{Continued from Page 1)
dropped and has been replaced
by a student-faculty mixer on the
second night. Here the student
will be able to approach the administration and faculty members
on an individual level at first and
should be encouraged by this encounter to do so while in school,
Miss Stowers explained.
Will Hold 'Bitch-In'
The orientation will be contin·
ued throughout the year through
the quiz sections of the English
101 and 102 classes. After the
fourth, eight, and twelfth weeks,
the classes will take time off from
their regular curriculum to have
a "bitch-in" on the problems
facing them so far at the uni~~
.
Th
•t
e comm1 tee also has plans
~o start a pre-orientation program
[for New Mexico high schools
next March through May. UNM
students will be sent out to high
schools all over the ·state to acquaint prospective freshmen with
the mechanics of the university.
A film on. how to go through
registration is being planned, to
be presented to incoming students
either this fall or the following
fall. This is part of the committee's goal to keep the orientation
continuing.
3500 Freshmen Expected
The program is new, but we
want to make it beneficial to the
students' future use in his studying and getting to know the professors
and the administrationJ
.
M 1ss
Stowers explained. More
than 3500 freshmen are expected
next year, she added.
T.he revision committee was
made up of Harold W. Lavender,
dean of students; Howard V. Mathaney, dean of men; William H.
Huber, director of University
College; Bob Goodman; Steve
Bacchus, and Janie Stowers
Stowers, chairman.
'

only $7,160, thus underlying the
great difference between institutions.
While the nationwide average
salary for full professors is
$13,500 and for instructors, $6,740,
one church-related liberal arts college reported that it pays full
professor11 only $6,300 and instructors only $4,300.
The report noted that, for its
purposes, all academic salaries are
figured on a nine-month basis.
This means that actual salaries
tend to be considerably higher
with the addition of either summer session teaching pay, research grants, or consulting appointments.
'Slave Labor'
On the other hand, none of the
statistics include part-time faeulty members and teaching assistants. In many universities these
assistants carry much of the burden of undergraduate instruction .
The report noted they are en.
trusted with major teaching assignments, are paid on a much
lower scale, and are generally referred to as "academic slave
labor"
In terms of average compensation, including fringe benefits of
all full-time faculty memb~rs,
Harvard University led the association's list. Harvard was the

Safety Award Given
To Randall· R. Wooley

Harvey Schechter, the S. W.
regional director of civil rights
will speak on "knowing your right
from your left ••• a hard look at
extremism" on Sunday, May 15,
at 8 p.m.
The speech is sponsored by
Hillel and is to be held in the
Anthropology lecture hall.

T G I F Time Every· Friday
means PITCHERS of BEER
with pretzels . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 55c
3:30 p.m. 'til 5:00 p.m.

Ron &Roy's

OKIE JOE•s

1720 CENTRAL SE

Get . Ready
/

For Fiesta
At Cooper's •••

tit:::t. ~·

No. 110

est
Selective Se
To Be Given Tomorrow
Action Provokes D~an

MAJOR DAN MYERS, U.S. Army Infantry, speaks to students
at a lecture in the Alvarado Hall recrtation room last night.
Maj. Myers, a combat operations specialist, recently reutrned
from a tour of duty in VietNam.

-~

- By CHUCK NOLAND
LOBO Stalf Writer
The United States is winning
t.he Viet Nam war much more
certainly than the newspapers re-

port, Maj. Dan M:vor•, U.S. Army,

stated as a considered opmion
in a lecture to about 60 persons
at Alvarado Hall Thursday night.
Maj. Myers is a combat operations specialist recently returned
from a tour of duty in Viet Nam.
He said: "The day-to-day things
we're doing there to help build
a viable economy are the things
you never read about.'' He also
said, "that's where we'll really
win the war and that's where
we're doing it, much more certainly than the American public
thinks.''
In response to a request for an
opinion on how long the U.S. will
be in Viet Nam, Maj. Myers said
he thought it would be conceivable
tbat we could end the war with an
all-out effort ·by next spring.
Could End War Soon
"I feel if we really bore down

and put in what was necessary
we might end the· war by next
spring," Maj. Myers said. "However, it might be a case of the
fighting just ending and the Viet
Cong slipping across the border
a~ happ<!ned with. the Chinese in
Maylasia," he also said.
Maj. Myers cited four reasons
why in his opinion we are having
problems in Viet Nam: 1) the
fact that the people are very nationalistic and tend to dislike any
outsiders interfering with national matters; 2) the fact that Viet
Nam is divided between the north
and the south and that the north
is the industrial center for the
country while the south is the
agricultural center; 3) the fact
that there arc few experienced
managers in Viet Nam since the
French never trained any while
they were in control; and 4) the
fact that the insurgency in Viet
Nam is organized in such a way
that it is extremely hard to stop.
VC Difficult to Stop
"The movement is a series of

Award-Winning Films
Will Be Shown l-lere

Ia :1986
Halley's Comet
will be dropping
around again.*

Let's
a
hill w-eleome.
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WESTERN SHIRTS
WESTERN PANTS
STRAWHATS
COWBOY BOOTS
MOCCASINS

BOLOTIES
e WESTERN BELTS
e WESTERN TIES
e WRANGLERS
e LEVIS-LEES
''Featuring top brands for all hands"

*Watch this paper for
time and place.
ANHEUSER·BUSCH, INC, • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES o TAMPA • HOUSTON
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SAIGON - Communist Cl1ina
has claimed that U.S. aircraft
shot down one of its planes over
the Chinese mainland.
In Washington, the Defense Department had no comment.
The Chinese ' ~ailed the incident yesterday extremely grave,
and in the words of a Chinese Defense Ministry spokesman, "a
deliberate, systematic act of war

Army Major Describes
Vietnamese Population

JOIN OUR STEIN CLUB

243-0588.

PERSONALS
GREETING cards for every oocasion. Contemporary, Graduation, Father's Day.
Also Quality Wedding Invitations. Gresh am's House of Hallmark, 3501 Lomas
NE.
NEEDED: Courageous young Women and
men to crusade for freedom of VOLUN"t,ARY MOTHERHOOD. Call 877-9151.
.. 11, 12, 13, 16. fll
GREETING carda for every occasion. Contemparary'f Mother's Day. Also Quality
Wedding nvitations. Gresham's House ot
Hallmark, 3501 Lomu NE.
FLYING students check our new lower
rates. Ask about the $5.00 introductory
ofl'er. Many additional features at no
extra cost. Call Southwestern Sk:vwa)'s.
HELP WANTED
TEACHERS wanted. Southwest, entire
West & Alaska. Beginning salary varies
from $5000 .in New Mexico to $7000 .in
.Alaska. SouthWel!t Teacher• Agency.
1303 Central NEl
·
(May)
ON. CAMPUS AND SUMMER .tons
AVAILABLE. A _great o1>1>ortunlt:v for
aggressi'le college students to earn a hil!:h
income, distributing material to college
campuses all over the United States. Com•
blne summer travel with large profits, or
work. part.Ume 011 rour owtt campus.
Fall JObs are also available. Contact: ColJegiate..,-Dept. D, 27 East 22nd St,,. !'lew
Yotk, N. Y, 10010. G/11, 12, 13,

R SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

only university listed in the the top two institutions were Lake
Forest College in Illinois and Par'1'7,500 and above" category. ·
The University of Chicago and sons.
·They were followed by Amherst
Parsons College were in the next
College;
Brooklyn City, and Huncategory of '16,0.00 to .16,499,
Parsons, formerly a church-related ter Colleges of the City Univerinstitution, has stressed manage- - sity of New York; California Inment efficiency combined with a 'stitute of Technology; the Unicurriculum of few courses as a versity of Chicago; Columbia Unimeans of raising faculty salaries. versity; Duke University; Har·
The next 10 institutions on the vard; John Hopkins; Knox Collist are the California Institute of lege{ MIT; the State University
Technology, Stanford University, of New York; the University of
Amherst College, the Claremont Pennsylvania; Princeton; RocheaGraduate School in California, ter; Swarthmore College; WesCornell University, the Massa- leyan University, and Yale.
chusetts Institute of Technology,
Northwestern University, Princeton University, the University of
:Rochester, and Union Theological
Seminary.
In a different listing which
STUDENTS ON REG. & ETHYL
ALSO: Flats $1.00
Lube $1.00
takes minimum salary scales into
501 YALE S.E.
247·0858
account as well as average pay,

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The
Automotive 'Safety Foundation
has announced the award of
a $3,000 fellowship for graduate
study in highway transportation
engineering to Randall Robert
Wooley, senior at UNM.
Wooley, who will graduate in
June as a civil engineer, will use
his ASF fellowship to study. for
a master of engineering degree
at the University of California in
Berkeley.
.
He won one of eight 'fellowships, valued at $3,000 each, which
the Foundation awarded on a national competitive basis for the
academic year 1966-67. Winners
are given a choice of 12 engineering schools for one year of graduate study.

Schechter Speaks
At Hillel Meeting

EXICOLOBO

EW
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Ten prize-winning student made
films will be shown here May 24.
The Action Committee on Human
:Rights and the THUNDERBIRD
are cosponsoring the films which
won awards at the national Student Film Festival last October.
Mike Casey, who hl'ought the
films to the attention of ACOHR,
told the LOBO, "Evet•ywhere they
have been shown the appeal has
been quite strong because students have been able to identify
with them. All the films deal with
aspects of university life.''
"Sometimes the films are not
technically accomplished~ but they
all have a point to make/' Casey
said. "This is the first year stu·
dents have been able to exhibit
their works," he added.
Faculty Is O!Jposed
"They have been received enthusiastically by students, but
alwaya, University administrations have been antagonistic.''
At the 1!!65 National Student
Film Festival, over 75 films made
by American students on a noncommercial basis were viewed by
a selection committee composed
of graduate students. Two awards

were made in each of four categories: fiction, documentary, ani·
mated and experimental.
Diana Casey, editor of the
THUNDERBIRD announced that
Art Wienes, Cultural Director of
NSA agreed to furnish the films.
"All of the films are by students
and deal with predominantly student issues," Mrs. Casey said.
-"All the films are short and all
ten of them will be shown at the
same showing.''
Films Are
Films to be shown are: "The
Milk of Human Kindness," by
Stcjlhen Goldhor of the London
School of Film Technique, "Hot·
dogger," By Dave Barrington of
UCLA, "Waiting for Fay," by
Carroll Bullard of UCLA, "Three
Views From An Ivory Tower," by
Colin Cantwell of UCLA, "Tilt,''
by Colin McCnmy of the University of Wisconsin, "Goldwnter n
Go Go." by Michael Ahnemann
and Gat·y Achlosser of UCLA,
"Homngc to Muybridgc," by
David Hanson o£ USC, "Claude,''
by Dan McLaughlin of UCLA,
"Contrition," by Charles M.
Wurst of UCLA, and "Broken
Tics," by Douglas 'l'use of UCLA.

steps; inftltration and agitation,
then terrorism to break down the
existing government, and finally
defeat by military force," Maj.
Myers said. He also said, "The
movement is such that if it falters
at any le'.Tel they just retreat ta
the previous atep·~•nd . e;o J>aek
to work. Once they have . a solid
base to work from, there's practcially no eliminating them completely/'
Maj. Myers emphasized that
Americans must understand that
the Vietnamese are much less individualistic than Americans and
that they are fighting more for
stability than for personal freedoms as such. He stated that the
average
Vietnamese
villager
wants peace· only because peace
means stability which offers the
opportunity to live a good life.
"The man who seems like a
despot to us is benevolent in the
eyes of the Vietnamese villager
because he affords the opportunity
for him to lead 'the good life',"
Maj. MyerS said.
Communications Disrupted
He pointed out that one big
problem the people have is a lack
of communication with any government. The Vietnamese village
chief is the lowest governmental
representative and the key man if
the government expects to keep
the people informed. He is therefore a prime target for assassination by the Viet Congo, and if the
Viet Cong can keep the village
chiefs terrorized and assassinated
they disrupt the government's
lines of communication.
"In the last few years about
6000 to 8000 Vietnamese village
chiefs liave been assassinated,"
Maj. My&rs said. Relating this
to America, he said, "This would
be propot•tionately equal to murdering about 125,000 mayors.''
Maj. Myers' talk featured slides
taken in Viet Nam and used to
Ullustrate how the Vietnamese
live. He anaJyzcd prima1·ily tacti"
cal problems of the Vietnamese
situation which arise from cultural causes.

Phi Kappa Phi
The Honor Society of Phi Kap•
pa Phi is celebrating its 50th an·
niversary. A lecture will be given
by Dr. Warren Bt·own on "The
Psychiatric Problems of the Uni·
versity Student" Monday, May
16, 8:15 p.m. in the Union Ballroom. A thousand invitations have
been sent out to Albuquerque
residents. UNM students and the
public are invited to attend.

ministration."
The Chinese claimed five U.S,
planes intruded into China's airspace northwest of Makwan and
launched a guided missile to attack
Chinese aircraft on a training
flight. One Chinese plane went
down. The Peking report added
that when the Chinese planes
counter-attacked, the U.S. planes
-called "air pirates" in the
broadcast-fled to the southwest.
Washington officials had some
words of their own about the air
war. They implied that North
Viet Nam's jet airfields might
be bombed for the first time if
American planes are lost from
Mig fighter attacks. Many would
consider the move a major new
step in the war.
What officials actually said was
that the United States would use
the most effective methods necessary to combat enemy planes
which attack U.S. aircraft over
North Viet Nam.
It was implied the1e tactics
would sometimes involve direct attacks on operating bases.
-o.:...
Lodge Talks on Viet Ne.m
Electiona
CAPITOL HILL-Ambas:;~ador
Henry Cabot Lodge told the Sen·
(Continued on page 2)

Dennison Attends
Utah Conference

DAN DENNISON
Three UNM government 'leaders will attend the annual spl'ing
conference of the Western Collegiate Association in Salt Lake
City this weekend.
ASUNM Ptesident Dan Denison, vice president Jim McAdams
and Student Senator Jim Leonard
will join leaders from Brigham
Young, Utah State, Wyoming;
Arizona State, and host UniVersity of Utah.
Denison told the LOBO that he
expected the WCA Academic
Joumal and the cooperative
speakers program to be discussed
at the conference. The journal
was sujlposed to have been published in April but has not yet
appeared.
The cooperative speakers pro(Continued on puge 8)
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By KAY AMBABO
LOBO Stalf Writer
Reactions to the selective service tests that are being given
this weekend have varied across
American campuses. UNM has no
maJor complaint so far.
Miss Marguerita Monk, director of the Counseling and Testing, is administering the test this
Saturday. She says she has re,ceived no complaints in her office.
It was reported in yesterday's
LOBO that Dean Lavender, dean
of students, said that there was a
possibility of a complaint by
UNM to the draft board.
Will Comply
When questioned about this
comment, he said that the University will comply with the rules,
but the University does not necessarily agree with them. If they do
decide to complain, they will do
so through the correct channels.
Dean Lavender eaid that the
two points that the University
might question were, one, the
rank in class, and two, the idea
of a student's llrogress.
For a student to get a 2-S
classification; the student must
be in the upper hal:f of the male
class. Dean Lavender said that'- ,~
class rank in a large university is
meaningless.
Making Progress
The male student must be making satisfactory progress toward
his degree, Nationally he should
be carrying 30 hours a year. On
the UNM campus it is only 12
hours for a full load a semester.
Dean Lavender feels the University needs a right to decide
what is a full load. The law is the
law, he says, but the regulations
could be changed to help things
be more properly taken care of.
SDS Questionnaires
An added attraction to the tests
being given is that the local chapter of Students for a Democratic
Society is planning to pass out
question and answer sheets before
the exam.
·· •
What SDS may not be aware
o{ is that no papers of any sort
are allowed inside the testing
area. Miss Monk said that she
hoped that whatever is done before the test doesn't disturb the
test takers.
Some question has been raised
about the taking of finger prints.
Miss Monk said that all students
are required to have prints taken
before they can take the exam.
The test this Saturday is to
begin at 8:30 a.m., and will last
until around 12:30. There will be
three mot·e such testing days, the
fourth being held on June 24.

Town Club Names",
Officers for Year
A biology major, Jean Burger,
has been elected president of
Town Club for 1966-6'7.
Assisting Miss Burger in directing the organization _for Albuquerque coeds are Elizabeth
Davies, retiring president, as first
vice president; Kathleen Conner,
second vice president; Cheryl
Beirne, . recording
secretary;
Marsha Kirk, corresponding secretary; Ann Clawson, treasurer;
Bernadette
Gutierrez,
social
chairman; Eva Stephens, rush
chairman; Shila Craige, music
chairman; Virginia Duke, chap·
lain, and Lynn Scott, publicity.
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